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SUMMARY

Inspection on April 22-25, 1980

Areas Inspected

This routine, unannounced inspection involved 60 inspector-hours on site in the
areas of open items and review of radiography.

Results

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.s
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*J. F. Algar, Site Manager
*D. R. Moore, QA Manager
*A. A. Smith, Site QA Coordinator
*J. M. Woods, Quality Control Manager
*S. J. Smith, Maintenance Supervisor
*J. L. Gypin, Senior Surveillance Specialist
J. Turkett, Maintenance Engineer
F. McKinnon, Mechanical QC Engineer

Other Organizations

J. H. Witherspoon, Weldie: Engineer, Daniel Construction Company
*K. E. Heaton, Assistant QC Manager, Daniel Construction Company,

*T. F. Graves, QA Engineer, Daniel Construction Company
R. Gefeller, Daniel Construction Company

NRC Resident Inspector

*J. L. Skolds

* Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on April 25, 1980 with
those persons indicated in Paragraph I above.

3. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings

(Closed) Infraction (395/79-35-01): Procedural omission of filleta.
size requirements for socket-welding flanges. South Carolina Electric &
Gas Co. (SCE&G) letter of response dated March 12, 1980 has been
reviewed and determined to be acceptable by Region II. The inspector
held discussions with the licensee's QA and QC managers and examined
the corrective actions as stated in the letter of response. The
inspector concluded that SCE&G had determined the full extent of the
subject noncompliance, performed the necessary survey and follow-up
actions to correct the present conditions and developed the necessary
corrective actions to preclude recurrence of similar circumstances.
The corrective actions identified in the letter of response have been
implemented.

b. (0 pen) Infraction (395/79-35-02): Undersize socket welds. The inspec-
tor discussed the status of reinspections and repairs relative to thi-.
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item with the licensee and examined corrective actions taken to date.
The licensee informed the inspector that reinspection of socket welds
to determine where repairs would be needed had been completed but that
required repairs and final inspections were still in progress. Correc-
tive actions examined by the inspector included investigations into
related areas, records of training for socket weld inspection, records
of reinspections of socket welds and examples of final accepted socket
welds. The licensee's corrective actions will be examined further by
Region II in subsequent inspection.

(0 pen) Unresolved Item (395/79-35-04): QC inspector's work questionedc.
because of reportedly bypassed inspections. The NRC inspector reviewed
the subject individual's qualification records and examined some
radiographs of welds inspected by the individual. Additional records
will be reviewed in subsequent inspection.

d. (Open) Unresolved Item (395/79-35-05): Fitup for butt welds did not
meet requirements and grinding to correct the misalignment resulted in
underwall conditions. The licensee informed the inspector that their
engineering was still evaluating findings from their investigation
into this area.

(0 pen) Unresolved Item (395/79-35-06): Small diameter non-code pipinge.
used in ASME Section III Class 1 application. 'The inspector had
previously requested a comparison of receipt versus use data for smalli

diameter ASME Section III Class 1 piping, such that any installation
of unaccounted for piping could be identified (reference Region II
Report 50-395/80-03). The inspector questioned the licensee relative
to the status of this work. The licensee's checks were completed
during the inspection. This information will be reviewed in a subse-
quent NRC inspection.

f. (Open) Unresolved Item (395/79-35-08): Underwall condition on a 6000#
reducer insert. The inspector questioned the licensee regarding the
rtatus of the insert previously identified as being apparently under-
size (reference Region II Report 50-395/80-08). The licensee informed
the inspector that the insert had been confirmed undersize. The
inspector reviewed the licensee's disposition and corrective action
for this item. Tlis item will remain open pending resolution of items
395/79-35-06 (above) and 395/79-35-13 (below) as all three relate to

| improper QC verifications of materials.

| g. (0 pen) Unresolved Item (395/79-35-05.h ?ce not properly backed out
of socket. The inspector questioned the licensee relative to the
status of work on this item. The licensee informed the inspector that
data generated relative to this item from radiographic examination of
265 socket welds was still under review by their engineering staff.
This data included pipe socket counter bore gap measurements (as an

| indication of proper backout) and other weld conditions that might be
! interpreted as indications of unsatisfactory welding. The inspector

reviewed the radiographic film for 22 (randomly selected) of the
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socket welds to verify the data reported by the licensee (in their
.

surveillance reports 18060 and 18061). These welds were identified as
' follows:

System Pipe weld identification

Chill water DE-VU-16 FW-2
Chill water DE-VU-16 SW-3'

; Chill water DE-VU-16 FW-16
Chemical Volume control DE-CS-08 FW-4
Chemical volume control DE-CS-09 SW-29
Chemical volume control DE-CS-24 FW-22
Component cooling DE-CC-02 FW-6

'

Component cooling DE-CC-19 FW-9C1
Component cooling DE-CC-19 FW-6
Feedwater DE-FW-04 FW-8,

Safety injection DE-SI-02 SW-2
Safety injection DE-SI-16 FW-5
Safety injection DE-SI-07 FW-11
Reactor Coolant PE-RC-12 SW-6
Residual heat removal LE-RH-10 SW-7
Residual heat removal DE-RH-10-SW-10

! Residual heat removal DE-RH-10 SW-2
! Residual heat removal DE-RH-11 SW-26

Residual heat removal DE-RH-08 SW-21
Residual heat removal DE-RH-08 SW-12
Residual heat removal DE-RH-08 SW-23
Residual heat removal DE-RH-08 SW-15

The inspector disagreed with the licensee's gap determination for weld
DE-SI-16 FW-5, the veld adjacent to DE-CC-19 FW-9C1, and the weld.

adjacent to DE-RH-09 SW-15. For each of these welds the inspector
interpreted the film as showing no gap, whereas the licensee reported
a small (.010 inch) gap. The significance of these conditions will be
addressed in subsequent inspection for this ites.

In addition to the above, the radiographic review by the NRC inspector
disclosed that two 3/4 inch valves contained a similar piece of curved
foreign material, located inside the valve body above the valve seat.
Each piece measures approximately 3/8" long by 1/8" wide and appears
to be metallic. If the foreign material is allowed to remain, it
could become lodged between the valve seat and the valve disc, thus
preventing the valve from closing. Also, since the pieces are similar4

in configuration, and both valves were manufactured by the same facility
(Rockwell-Edwards) it could be a common problem with other valves of-

this type. The valves involved are adjacent to socket welds DE-SI-07,, ,

i FW-11 and DE-RH-08, SW-23. It should be noted that one of the valves
was re-radiographed during this inspection which confirmed the foreign

; material still existed.

|
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| South Carolina Electric and Gas agreed to either remove the valve
bonnets of these two valves and retrieve the piece of foreign material,

; or flush the valves in such a manner as to capture the foreign material
so it can be examined by an NRC representative for determination of4

; its origin and any additional actions deemed necessary. The removal
of this foreign material and the determination of its origin are
considered an Unresolved Item, identified 395/80-12-02 " Foreign'
Material Lodged Inside of Two Angle Valves".

h. (Open) Unresolved Item (395/79-35-10): Improperly repaired SW line
| piping. The inspector questioned the licensee regarding this item and

was informed that it was still being evaluated by their engineering
; staff. Region II will address this item further in subsequent inspec-

tion.

i. (Open) Unresolved Item (395/79-35-12): Alleged violations of socket
; welding procedure requirements. The inspector questioned the licensee

relative to this item and was informed that it was still being reviewed
by their engineering staff. Region II will address this item further

) in subsequent inspection.

; j. (0 pen) Unresolved Item (395/79-35-13): Underwall socket-welding 90
degrees elbows. The inspector questioned the licensee as to the*

status of work on this item and was informed that inspection for
undersize elbow fittings had been completed but that- corrective action*

was still in progress. Relative to the corrective action , the inspector4

asked the licensee how they would ensure that other installed piping
materials, such as pipe and flanges, would be checked to assure they-

"

were of proper size and schedule. The inspector was informed that
these were being verified by final checks of records of material items
installed against the design requirements. The inspector found that+

| the procedure that the licensee stated he was working to in performing
these checks did not require size and schedule verifications. The
licensee acknowledged this but provided the inspector with examples of

. his nonconformance notices for piping checked (and found to be of'

improper size) as evidence the checks were being conducted (e.g.,
Nonconformance Notice 1551). The licensee also indicated they would
revise their procedure (AP-VI-05) to specify size and schedule checks'

; on the installed piping. As noted for item 395/79-35-08 above, this
: ites appears related to both items 395/79-35-06 and -08 and it will
| remain open pending-complete resolution of all three items.
4

4. Unresolved Items
1

. Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required to'
determine whether they are acceptable or may involve noncompliance or
deviations. New unresolved items identified during this inspection are

i discussed in paragraphs 3.g and 6.c.
I

~
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5. Independent Inspcction

Welding Material Issue Station

The inspector reviewed one welding material issue station for adequacy of
controls in the areas of; segregation of different welding rods, temperature
of welding rod holding ovens, identification of welding rod types, issue of
welding rods to the welder, return of unused welding rods, disposal of used
welding rod ends, records for issue of welding material and calibration,

'

records for the temperature gages use on the holding ovens.

Within the areas inspected, no items of noncompliance or deviations were
identified.

6. Licensee Identified Item (50.55(e))
,

a. (0 pen) Item 395/80-05-07: Inadequate drawings for pipe branch connec-
tions. On March 21, 1980, the licensee provided Region II with the
final report on this item. The inspector reviewed licensee nonconfor-
mance related to this item that provided instructions for branch
connection inspection. The inspector also examined examples of the
branch connection welds. This item will remain open pending further
discussions with the licensee and final review by Region II of the
licensee's corrective actions.

b. (0 pen) Item 395/80-05-06: Deficient Class 3 pipe butt and attachment
welds. On March 21, 1980, the licensee provided Region II with the
final report on this item. The inspector viewed examples of undersize
attachment welds relative to this item and witnessed a demonstration
of the required weld inspection. This item will remain open pending
further discussions with the licensee and final review by Region II of
the licensee's corrective actions.

c. (0 pen) Item 395/79-40-01: Rejectable indications in pipe spool piece
weld. On January 14, 1980, the licensee provided Region II with the
final report on this item. The problem addressed in this item was a
defective weld erroneously accepted because of a contractor's (Southwest
Fabricating and Welding Co. , Inc.) performance of radiography on the
wrong weld. The inspector randomly selected 22 of the contractor's
welds and reviewed the radiographs for compliance with ASME Section
III (71S73) and for any apparent evidence of radiography of wrong

' welds. The pipe welds reviewed were as follows:

Pipe Size
System Pipe Weld Identification and Material

Safety injection 1-SI-16-02 W-1 6" stainless steel
Safety injection 1-SI-16-02 W-2 6" Stainless steel
Safety injection 1-SI-16-02 W-3 6" Stainless steel
Safety injection 1-SI-16-02 V-4 10" Stainless steel
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(Cont'd.) Pipe Size
System Pipe Weld Identification and Material

Safety injection 1-SI-16-02 W-5 10" Stainless steel
Safety injection 1-SI-16-02 W-6 10" Stainless steel
Safety injection 1-SI-16-02 W-1 10" Stainless steel
Safety injection 1-SI-13-01 W-1 12" stainless steel
Safety injection 1-SI-13-01 W-2 12" Stainless steel
Safety injection 1-SI-13-01 W-3 12" Stainless steel
Safety injection 1-SI-13-01 W-8 12" stainless steel
Safety injection 1-SI-34-03 W-2 12" stainless steel
Safety injection 1-SI-34-03 W-6 12" Stainless steel
Safety injection 1-SI-34-03 W-7 12" stainless steel
Safety injection 1-SI-04-01 W-1 14" stainless steel
Safety injection 1-SI-04-01 W-2 14" stainless steel
Safety injection 1-SI-04-01 W-3 14" stainless steel

The review disclosed that 10" stainless steel pipe weld, 1-SI-16-02,
W-7 (subsequently referred to as W-7 in this report) contained a
discrepancy. Weld area (3-4) on the radiographs contained a crack 6
1/2 inches long. Radiographs taken of this area after repair appear
to have beca taken of the wrong area. On the original films (prior to
repair) the (3-4) area shows a weld reinforcement on the inside surface,
but on the repair film, there is no reinforcement. Repair of the
crack should only have required a grind out from,the outside surface
to a depth of about 1/3 the pipe wall thickness. Thus, there should
be no reason for removing the inside reinforcement. Consequently, it
appears that the wrong weld, or a different area [e.g., (4-1) of weld
W-7 which has no reinforcement on the inside] was radiographed after
repair. South Carolina Electric and Gas agreed to re-radiograph the
weld repair area to assure that the cctual repaired area was radio-
graphically inspected. This was identified as Unresolved Item No.
395/80-12-01 "Possible Incorrect Pipe Weld Radiographed After Repair".

Note: Subsequent to the Exit Interview, the licensee advised the NRC inspector
that a check with the radiographic facility, " Southwest Fabricating
and Welding Co.", disclosed that this discrepancy had been detected
during an earlier review by South Carolina Electric & Gas quality
assurance personnel, and the weld joint had been re-radiographed. The
licensee advised that they will locate the radiographic films and
records to verify this and will advise NRC accordingly. This item
will remain open until verified satisfactory by the NRC inspector.

i Item 395/79-40-01 will remain open pending further discussions with
the licensee and final review by Region II of the licensee's corrective
actions.

7. Safety-Related Piping Welding - Review of Quality Records

The inspector reviewed the radiographic quality records for safety-related
pipe welds, as described below, to determine whether or not these records

.
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reflected work acccmplished consistent with NRC requirements and SAR commit-
ments. The applicable code for radiographic examination of these pipe
welds is ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, 1971 Edition
with addenda thrcugh the summer of 1973 as implemented by SCE&G Raalographic
Procedure WE-1-02 Rev. 3 dated 10/18/79. The completed radiographic records
listed below were reviewed in the areas of:

a. Film quality which included:

(1) Film density

(2) Correct penetrameter

(3) Perceptibility of the penetrameter outline and applicable
penetrameter hole

(4) Film density difference between the penetrameter and the weld
area to be evaluated

(5) Placement of location markers

(6) Blemishes on the film

(7) Radiation scatter

b. Radiographic technique which included:

(1) Source-to-film distance
/*) Souce-to-film orientation
3) Number of penetrameters used

(4) Type of source
(5) Type af film
(6) Type and thickness of intensifying screens

c. Defect evaluation which included:

(1) Reporting of defects
(2) Identifying type of defects
(3) Acceptance / rejection of defects

Wyld Number ISO /Dwg. Number System Pipe Size & Material

FW-15C2 SE-SW-23 Service Water 16" carbon steel
FW-1GRI SE-SW-23 Service Water 16" carbon steel
FU-1 SE-SP-13 53 actor Bldg. Spray 10" stainless steel
FW-2C3R1 SE-EF-10 Emergency Feedwater 4" carbon steel
FW-2C1 SE-EF-11 Emergency Feedwater 4" carbon steel

Within the areas examined, there were no items of noncompliance or deviations
identified.

i
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